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About This Game

We want to present a new game in Hidden Object genre called Blue Tear! First of all, I would like to warn all of genre fans, that
this game is not easy even on a minimal difficulty. So, if you are a HOPa hardcore player this game is for you!

Features

35 locations

45 puzzles and mini-games of various difficulty

23 hidden object scenes

intriguing storyline

beautiful art and gorgeous locations

unusual hint system

Voodoo Magic and traveling across time and space

Story
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Jessica Loraine was a typical twenty year old when she inherited an old abandoned estate. By then the house had been vacant for
many centuries, and rumors swirled that an ancient curse dwelt inside. Conquering her fears, Jessica and her friends set out to
face the adventure head-on. However, as soon as the group crossed the threshold, the dormant evil inside the estate awakened!

Now all of Jessica’s friends are prisoners in the realm of phantoms. To rescue them, travel to Africa and enlist the help of a kind
sorcerer and old ancestral spirits. Under their guidance, help the spirits haunting the estate to find peace, assemble the Voodoo

talisman and defeat an evil sorcerer who schemes to gain possession of Jessica’s body.
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Title: Blue Tear
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
MysteryTag
Publisher:
RunServer
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.4 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 700 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English,German,Korean,Russian
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Where this game is at right now, you can find yourself just wandering the land randomly just looking for loot. I dont really see a
point rather then playing this and messing around in it to waste time. Rather when it gets updated and the developer\/s stay on
top of it i have a good feeling about this game and may be fairly fun and unique, plus its $1.99 so like why not lol, i was gonna
get a refund but then i was like "It's only $1.99 so it cant really hurt to keep it" and that's where making this review came from
;w; But i think this game has alot of potential and keep up the work developer\/s :). Lume is a cute little fun game to play. I felt
it was like the demo for Lumino's City since it was so short, although I think that was actually this cute little game that sources
to Lumino's and I'm glad for that cuz that's one of my favorite games of all time.

I don't recommend this game for it started price tho (sorry but its too short for 6$). If you're a fan of Lumino's City you must
play this one, if you're not but you enjoy click and point \/ puzzle games go for it anyway, on sale is totally worth it!. After
playing Hidden Folks I was in the mood for more hidden object games in that vein, and Under Leaves mostly delivers in that
aspect albeit in a much simpler way. The game is relaxing and lovely, with a charming picturebook art style and ambient
soundtrack. However, don't go in to this game looking for a challenge--while it does get a little trickier in the later levels, it will
not take long to go through the game, and what you see is what you get as there are no interactive areas or puzzles to solve.
Sometimes, however, short and simple is all you want!. Great little game!. Second fav VN, Ignore my playtime I just skipped it
all on this steam version since I have the mangagamer one.

Characters are pretty cool, and though I found some parts of the plot unrealistic, it's not so bad that I can't suspend my disbelief.

Chiho is mine. Not yours.

The length of the game is very solid, a lot of VN's on steam you can finish in a couple hours, but even on skip mode it took half
an hour as you can see. I do feel like some parts went on for too long, but this is a minor complaint since I was entertained with
the characters regardless.

Though the choices take quite some time in-between each one, all except one felt meaningful.. I may be wrong but I find the
Gold skin too overrated. I bought this for Tiger and Zebra skins. They look sick.. Incredible game! For only $5 this game is
definitely worth it.. Amazing game. Highly recommend it. Just hoped that more people played it.. I wouldn't say this game is a
bad game. It has good graphics and it's a pretty good puzzle game. But this game isn't something I would see myself playing
when I'm bored, nor do I see myself enjoying it for hours on end. This game is honestly not worth $3. I've found this game
online for you to play for free, so why purchase it on steam? If you want to play it then play it online. I think if steam were to
have this game they should make it free or about a dollar, not $3.

Well thats just my opinion. But I strongly suggest playing this game online and not wasting the money and buying it.
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armored fist more like fist my armored ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. Just shortly into the game so far and it seems like an early access game
alright, unless I need to come back to edit this review later it has a ways to go. However, imagine Space Engineers, with the
design style of Subnautica, super sleek interfaces, and a level of immersion that'll throw you off - literally - when you careen
into orbital debris without anything actually touching your real body. I'll definitely be getting further into this game, and I expect
I'll be sinking a lot of time into it.. Pretty good story. Haven't really finished a game from start to end in a while but this one
kept me going.

Story is good, loved all the details and extra side-things I was able to find.

There's a couple bugs that either prevent you from finding a correct solution (had to use a Steam Guide for one of them due to a
bug, and sometimes the windows flicker like crazy, sometimes the input hangs, etc). But aside from these issues, it was a fun
story to play through. Would recommend!. This game has been a fun and challenging ride so far! The controls\/motions could be
smoother, like when getting up stairs, but that just comes with the territory of playing a new indie game. The music in the game
is also really cool. I look forward to making it through all the levels. I just posted my first episode of gameplay if devs\/gamers
are interested in seeing it in action.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=20sCvsw24nQ

This is definitely worth $1 to play. But.... Keep your head on a swivel......cause those barrels are coming!!!!. Crashes ALL THE
TIME!! I bought a few asset packs and every time I open one it crashes. Garbage.. Great little time waster. Fun to play a few
rounds and then put down.. Awesome, Love puzzling, =)
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